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Low Voltage Energy
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REMIC bare cabinet

DIN cabinets exist in 3 widths and are
designed to receive a 300, 450 or 600mm
REMIC set of bars support.
They use "common" equipment (direct
connection network, service) and RRCP
cutting / protection network connection
modules.
They are also designed for possible
re-supply of the set of bars support without
additional re-supply doors.

- These cabinets are made for outdoor use. They are IP44 and IK10.
- These DIN cabinets have a V0 flammability category. 
- They are equipped with inserts for receiving the REMIC sets of bars supports.
- The are available in 3 versions, depending on the type of bars supports needed. 
- Cabinet’s doors can be open at 180° which facilitate implementation, operation and maintenance. 
- The monobloc front face is completely removable to facilitate connection inside the cabinet.
- The plinth is used to adapt the above ground height of the cabinets.
- A re-supply trapdoor is included in the cabinet.
- The cabinets are delivered with their fixing foundations.
- These cabinets meet the criteria of EN 62208:2011.

  Application

  Description

600 cabinet: 
12 connection 

terminals

Code Designation Weight 
(kg)

Sales 
unit

U701 DIN CABINET FOR 6 STEPS REMIC GRID 15.000 1

U702 DIN CABINET FOR 9 STEPS REMIC GRID 18.000 1

U703 DIN CABINET FOR 12 STEPS REMIC GRID 20.000 1

  Accessories

  Dimensions

SEE SHEET 
LV modular connection cabinet / REMIC equipped cabinet

All of the references are available in remote meter reading system or with flash marking: please contact us.

Dimensions in mm

+ 180° opening door

+ Modular

Emerging connection

U701 U702 U703


